
1) Loosen top pickup nuts and remove pickup. Remove old strings/yarn.

2) Unless already clean, the fret board should be 
rubbed cleaned using an extremely fine steel wool. 

3) Start with the bass strings (pack #4) and go in order to pack #1.
Tighten each string to approximate pitch.
4) Lay out a length of yarn from the right-most tuning peg to the left-most
tuning peg and back again, then double this length (approx. 12ft). Cut this
length and thread the yarn through the hole of the larger plastic stringing
tool provided, pulling it through enough so that you have two equal lengths
of the yarn on either side of the threading tool. (fig.1)
5) In the pickup area of the harp, start from the highest pitched string and
go under 2 strings then over 2, repeating until you reach the last unwound
string. Starting with the last unwound string, switch from going over/under
every 2 strings to over/under each string. When you reach the end, pull the
yarn mostly through while working it over towards the left-most tuning peg,
leaving enough at the other end to be fitted into the slots and hot glued as
shown in (shown in (fig.3) With the threading tool, start back in the pickup area and
repeat the process of threading the yarn in reverse (from the top down),
being extra careful to go over/under in the opposite pattern and not to pull
it away from the left-most tuning peg..Once threaded back through, the yarn
must gently pushed down so that it runs cleanly across the tuning pegs,
not too tight or too loose. A hair pick or heavy toothed comb is the best
tool for this. Repeat this entire process three times.
IMPORTANT: Do not pull the yarn tight. Any tension will reduce its
ability to dampen effectively.

6) You should have 12 lengths of yarn between the tuning pegs and
fretboard, always keeping the yarn lines neat, touching side by side but
not crossing each other. (fig. 1-2-3)
7) Once the 12 lengths of yarn are in place one final length should be
tied to the lug of the lowest strings’ guide peg and then wound,
just loosely, around the other yarn to help keep it in place. This is done
using the small plastic threading tool. (fig.2)

8) Slide the end of each length of yarn into its corresponding slot in 
the yarn anchor, on the right of the highest string.

9) Cut off the yarn about half an inch past the yarn anchor then use 
a glue gun to cover the ends and hold them in place. (fig.3)

10) Proceed to tune the strings to pitch, then play it or leave it alone
for an hour or so, then tune it to pitch again. Repeat this until the 
strings are staying in tune, usually about 3 or 4 repetitions.
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